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THE CIRCLE CHRONICLES
silicone-free and paraben-free natural active ingredients

Five new masks ' in fragrance and color. Made in laboratories DAVINES with high
percentage of natural ingredients like Clay's Coal and vegetable oilshave a soul and
original packaging and super convenient to carry with you in the gym and for a week end
out.

THE SPOTLIGHT CIRCLE
dull and dull hair
A creamy white mask formulated to give immediate brightness to the hair extra gloss and
enhancing the most natural color or cosmetic. Endowed with a very good conditioning
effect ' hydrates without overloading because formulated with Moringa Oil: rich in fatty
acids' vitamins and proteins that help to enhance the shine of the hair nourishing it deep.

THE QUICK FIX CIRCLE
for dry hair
Just 3 minutes of poses for a soft and shiny hair and hydration. Detangling effect included.
Enriched with hyaluronic acid with strong moisturizing and Clay Rossto 100% natural is
rich in Iron , which gives it a color Ocre-to remove impurities from your hair.

THE RENAISSANCE CIRCLE
for brittle hair
With Babassu Butter extremely nourishing and Detangling to restore softness and
silkiness is body andYellow clay pot rich in Copper and Iron to reassemble the structure of
the hair making it look more healthy and strong.

THE WAKE UP CIRCLE
for skin and hair stressed
This form gives tone volume and helps to regain the lost equilibrium. With extract of 
Rhodiola and purple clay rich in Kaolin and Aluminum by rebalancing and anti toxic.

THE PURITY CIRCLE
To remove impurities from the skin resulting from air pollution ' especially in winter or if you
live in the city and metropolis particularly polluted with particulate matter and heavy metals
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a purifying mask is what you need. Enriched with Matcha teais a super food known rich in 
Polyphenols with law enforcement efforts to free radicals that are created precisely in
terms of pollution and from 100% natural bamboo charcoal and eco certified by the
adsorbent properties ' featuring product with the typical black color.
packing: 50 ml single-use bags.
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